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ABSTRACT

ALL HEXAHEDRAL MESHING OF MULTIPLE SOURCE, MULTIPLE
TARGET, MULTIPLE AXIS GEOMETRIES VIA AUTOMATIC
GRAFTING AND SWEEPING

Matthew N. Earp
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science

The development of algorithms for the automatic creation of finite element
meshes composed entirely of hexahedra (all-hex) is an active area of research. All-hex
meshes are desirable for their characteristic of high accuracy with a low node count.
Sweeping is one of the most widely used algorithms for generating all-hex meshes. A
limitation of sweeping, however, is that it can currently be applied only to prismatic or
extruded geometry types.
This thesis develops a method to combine sweeping with another algorithm
known as “Grafting”. Grafting adjusts the mesh on one volume to conform to a second
volume. In this manner it is useful for meshing multi-axis geometry in that a single axis
can be meshed with sweeping and then secondary axes can be grafted on. By creating an
algorithm for automatically performing these processes, the base set of geometry that can

be automatically meshed with these methods is greatly increased. This new algorithm is
called Graft-Sweeping. With the combination of sweeping and Grafting, geometry that
contains multiple source surfaces, multiple target surfaces, and multiple sweep axes can
be meshed. The results of this algorithm on several example geometries are given
showing the strengths and weaknesses of this technique. From the results it can be seen
that the Graft-Sweep algorithm can produce a finite element mesh in about half the time
of manual Grafting and sweeping operations with similar mesh quality. When compared
to sweeping alone, Graft-Sweeping is several times faster but the quality is usually
reduced.
A second area of research for this thesis is to determine when Grafting can be
used to enhance the meshing process. It is shown that the best results are obtained when
Grafting is used on structured meshes and the mesh size is considerably smaller than the
size of the feature that is being grafted.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades computers have revolutionized the manner in which
engineering tasks are performed. One important area of the engineering discipline that
they have greatly impacted is that of design and analysis. Traditionally, engineering
analysis was performed by comparing complex systems to simplified ones for which
closed form solutions could be obtained. Admittedly, this process is limited and as a
result, rigorous testing is required to verify, and in many cases correct, the solutions. In
more recent years however, finite element analysis has begun to take the place of this
traditional approach. In the finite element method, complex differential equations are
approximated through large sets of linear equations, which are solved numerically by a
computer. Although the finite element solution is only an approximation, it allows the
engineer to obtain answers to problems that in many cases are otherwise unsolvable. For
this reason, finite element analysis is becoming the dominant method by which
engineering problems are solved.
Inherent in the finite element method is the process of mesh generation. Although
there are several different types of elements that can be used to create a finite element
mesh, the two most commonly used for 3D analysis are tetrahedrons and hexahedrons.
To date there are many robust and automatic tetrahedral mesh generation algorithms.
However in many classes of problems, particularly solid mechanics, hexahedral meshes
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have been shown to converge to the analytical solution much more rapidly [1]. For this
reason they are the element of choice for large-scale problems. Unfortunately, there has
been much less success in creating fully automatic, robust, hexahedral meshing
algorithms. This has caused the meshing process for hexahedral finite element analysis,
to become the bottleneck in the solution process, taking at times as much as several
months to create an acceptable mesh.
CUBIT is a finite element meshing package being developed at Sandia
Laboratories in Albuquerque New Mexico. Although CUBIT has the ability to produce
tetrahedral meshes, the focus of the CUBIT project is on hexahedral mesh generation.
The goal of CUBIT is to be able to automatically produce all-hex meshes on arbitrary
geometry. Although CUBIT has not yet reached this goal, it does contain many cutting
edge algorithms for producing hexahedral meshes. While the CUBIT development team
continues to search for algorithms to solve this “all-hex problem,” their current solution is
to provide a toolbox of meshing schemes that each work on a specific geometry type. By
decomposing arbitrary geometry into segments that match the geometry primitives for
these meshing schemes, all-hex meshes can be produced.
One hexahedral meshing scheme that has been used extensively is the sweeping
scheme. It has been shown to work both quickly and robustly on prismatic or extruded
geometry types. This thesis introduces a procedure for combining the sweeping scheme
with another scheme called Grafting, to produce all-hex meshes on geometry composed
entirely of prismatic primitives. This new algorithm is called the Graft-Sweep scheme
and, inside of CUBIT, is known as the Graft-Sweep tool. Although the Graft-Sweep tool
does not work on arbitrary geometry, it can quickly and robustly produce hexahedral
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meshes on a common geometry type, and moves CUBIT one step closer to solving the
all-hex problem.
The remainder of this thesis is outlined as follows: Chapter 2 presents a literature
review of current quadrilateral and hexahedral meshing algorithms with a focus on those
algorithms which were useful in developing the Graft-Sweep tool; Chapter 3 presents two
algorithms for the Graft-Sweep tool, the first algorithm is how the Graft-Sweep tool is
currently implemented in CUBIT and the second is a slightly more powerful algorithm
which requires the use of some current research by other members of the CUBIT team
that is not yet finished; Chapter 4 presents examples of geometry that were meshed using
the Graft-Sweep scheme and compares the results to meshes created using other meshing
techniques; and Chapter 5 lists the contributions and conclusions of this thesis and gives
some suggestions for future work.
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2 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents a brief overview of some of the most widely used
quadrilateral and hexahedral meshing schemes.

Because this thesis is focused on

producing hexahedral meshes, triangular and tetrahedral meshing schemes are ignored.
Four areas that will be covered in detail are:
1- Structured quadrilateral meshing schemes
2- Unstructured quadrilateral meshing schemes
3- Structured hexahedral meshing schemes
4- Unstructured hexahedral meshing schemes
In addition to these areas, three topics of particular interest to this thesis will be
presented. These topics are advanced sweeping schemes, and the pillowing and grafting
algorithms. An understanding of the abilities of these different meshing schemes will
show the need for continued research in the meshing field and explain the motivation
behind this thesis.

2.1 Structured Quadrilateral Meshing Schemes
A structured quadrilateral mesh is a mesh composed entirely of quadrilaterals
where each interior node of the mesh is connected to exactly four edges. Such an
organization to the mesh allows for faster computational analysis and is used extensively
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in the fields of numerical heat transfer and computational fluid dynamics. Two popular
algorithms for creating structured meshes are known as Mapping and Submapping.
These algorithms are explained in the following two subsections.

2.1.1 Mapping
To create a mapped mash, a two dimensional coordinate system must be created
over the domain. This is most easily accomplished on rectangular domains as shown in
Figure 2.1a. However, mapped meshes are not limited to such simple geometry. Many
surfaces exist that have greater than four curves on the boundary and are non-planar.
These surfaces can often be meshed with the mapping scheme by combining two or more
of the boundary curves into one, forming four logical sides on the surface, then creating a
local coordinate system over the variables u and v in which the domain does form a
perfect rectangle in u-v space. By placing matching numbers of intervals along the
curves in the u and v directions a simple grid can be created. This grid can then be
mapped to the real coordinate system by using transformation equations. This process is
shown in Figure 2.1 where a non-planar surface with four sides is meshed with the
mapping scheme. For an in depth discussion on common algorithms used to create
mapped meshes, refer to reference [2].
Although it’s been shown that mapped meshing schemes can produce meshes on
non-rectangular surfaces, the further the surface deviates from a perfect rectangle the
worse the quality of the mapped mesh will be. Therefore, for most analyses, when the
quality of the mapped mesh is poor, an unstructured meshing scheme is used. Despite
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this drawback, mapped meshing schemes are still some of the most widely used because
of the following reasons:
1. Boundary sensitivity [3] – Because many finite element algorithms are more
sensitive to the quality of the elements at the boundary of the mesh than to
those interior to the mesh, the tendency of mapping schemes to produce good
boundary elements makes it appealing.
2. Orientation insensitivity [3] – Mapped meshes are produced independent of
the global coordinate system in which the geometry exists. For this reason,
the geometry can be reoriented relative to the global coordinate system and an
identical mapped mesh can always be produced.

a.

b.

Figure 2.1: A mapped mesh created in u-v space and the mapped mesh after it has been
transformed into real space.
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3. Few calculations required to produce the mesh – Mapped meshing schemes
are not as complex as most unstructured meshing algorithms; because of this,
fewer calculations and a fraction of the time are required to produce a mapped
mesh when compared to unstructured schemes.

2.1.2 Submapping
In addition to the surfaces discussed in the previous subsection, there exist
surfaces that can be meshed with a structured mesh, but cannot be meshed with the
mapping algorithm. The reason for this is that these surfaces contain multiple sections
that can each be meshed with the mapping algorithm, but when combined, produce a
surface with more than four logical corners. Examples of these surfaces are shown in
Figure 2.2. To mesh these surfaces, a more complex algorithm called Submapping [4]
must be used.

a

b

Figure 2.2: Surfaces that have been meshed with the Submapping algorithm.
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Submapping tries to decompose surfaces such as those in Figure 2.2 into subregions that can be mapped, and then meshes each sub-region separately. It works by a
three step process. The first step is to give all the vertices of the surface a classification
based on the interior angle between the two curves joined by each vertex.

These

classifications are as follows:
1. end – an interior angle of approximately 90 degrees, this vertex will have one
surface element attached to it.
2. side – an interior angle of approximately 180 degrees, this vertex will have two
surface elements attached to it.
3. corner – an interior angle of approximately 270 degrees, this vertex will have
three surface elements attached to it.
4. reversal – an interior angle of approximately 360 degrees, this vertex will have
four surface elements attached to it.
These classifications are shown in Figure 2.3.

Side
Corner

End
Reversal

Figure 2.3: Vertex classifications used in the Submapping algorithm.
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The second step is to give each node on the boundary of the surface an i-j coordinate.
This process starts at an arbitrary node on the boundary and gives it a coordinate of (0,0).
The nodes on the boundary are then traversed counter clockwise and the classification of
the vertices is used to determine whether to increment or decrement in either the i or j
direction as each node is given a coordinate. This process is shown in Figure 2.4a.
The last step is to subdivide the surface. Subdivisions are made by connecting
each vertex with a corner or reversal classification by a “virtual curve” to a node with an
identical i or j coordinate. This is shown in Figure 2.4b. When virtual curves have been
created at every corner or reversal vertex, the decomposition process is complete. The
standard mapping algorithm can then be used to mesh each subsection of the surface.

(0,-3)

(1,-3)

(2,-3)

(0,-2)

(2,-2) (5,-2)

(0,-1)

(2,-1) (5,-1)
(3,0) (4,0)

(0,0)

(2,0)

(6,-2)

(5,0)

(7,-2)
(7,-1)
(7,0)

(0,1)

(7,1)

(0,2)

(7,2)

(0,3)

(1,3) (2,3) (3,3) (4,3) (5,3) (6,3)

(7,3)

a

b

Figure 2.4: a) The i-j coordinates assigned to each boundary node on a surface that can
be meshed with Submapping, and b) the surface after subdividing with virtual curves.
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2.2 Unstructured Quadrilateral Meshing Schemes
An unstructured surface mesh is one in which the number of edges attached to
interior nodes may be more or less than four. Although some engineering simulations on
unstructured meshes often run much slower than on structured meshes, unstructured
meshes have an advantage in that they can mesh more complex geometry. Additionally,
even if complex geometry can be meshed with a structured quadrilateral meshing
scheme, the quality of the mesh is often better if an unstructured mesh is used. Two
examples of unstructured quadrilateral meshing schemes are the Paving [5] and QuadMorph [6] algorithms.

2.2.1 Paving
Paving is one of the most widely used quadrilateral meshing schemes. It uses an
advancing front method that places quadrilateral elements first at the boundaries of a
surface, and then works its way inward. The original Paving process added elements to a
mesh in a row-by-row fashion, and can be described in the following eight steps [7]:
1. Row Choice – The beginning and ending node of the next sequence or row of
elements to be added is found.
2. Closure Check – A check is made to ensure that more than six nodes remain in the
Paving boundary. Specific closure techniques are used to conclude meshing for
Paving boundaries of six or fewer nodes.
3. Row Generation – The next row of elements identified in the row choice step is
incrementally added to the boundary.
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4. Smooth – The position of nodes is adjusted to improve the mesh quality and
Paving boundary smoothness.
5. Seam – Small interior angles in the Paving boundary are seamed or closed by
connecting opposing elements.
6. Row Adjustment – Adjustment operations are performed on the new row to
correct for elements becoming too small or too large.
7. Intersection – The Paving boundary is checked for intersections with itself or with
other Paving boundaries. Intersections are connected to form new and often
separate Paving boundaries.
8. Cleanup – The completed mesh is adjusted wherever element deletion and/or
addition improves the overall mesh quality.
These steps are not performed sequentially. Instead, a complex algorithm drives the
entire Paving process and determines when to use individual steps. A newer version of
the Paving scheme expands it for the use on general 3-dimensional surfaces [8].
Additionally, changes in the algorithm in which individual elements are placed in the
mesh as opposed to entire rows, improves robustness [9]. Two surfaces that have been
meshed with the Paving scheme are shown in Figure 2.5.
Although Paving can be used to mesh almost any surface, the disadvantage to the
algorithm is that intersections between the different fronts need to be continuously
calculated. These calculations can be computationally expensive, and when they fail
have been known to cause a situation called breakout where the fronts end up overlapping
and Paving continues until the memory of the computer is exhausted. Despite the
problem however, Paving has the following advantages [7]:
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1. Boundary Sensitivity – Mesh contours closely follow the contours of the
boundary.
2. Orientation Insensitivity – Rotating or translating a given geometry does not
change the resulting mesh topology.
3. Few Irregular Nodes – Few nodes are created with more or less than four attached
edges. Of those that are created, the majority are placed away from the boundary.
4. Transition Ease – Transitioning between elements of small size to those of larger
size is easily accomplished, although this does introduce more irregular elements.

Figure 2.5: Two surfaces meshed with the Paving algorithm, showing the diversity of
applications to which Paving can be applied.

2.2.2 Quad-Morph
An alternative way of creating a quadrilateral mesh on arbitrary surfaces is to use
the Quad-Morph algorithm [6]. Quad-Morph is an indirect approach to quadrilateral
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meshing in that it first requires that the surface be meshed with triangular elements and
then converts the triangular mesh into a quadrilateral mesh. It is also similar to Paving in
that is uses an advancing front technique when creating the quadrilateral elements. The
difference however, is that it uses the triangular mesh to guide the placement of nodes in
the creation of quadrilateral elements. The Quad-Morph algorithm consists of six steps:
1. Initial Triangle Mesh – Create the initial triangular mesh using any surface
triangulation method.
2. Front Definition – The initial front is defined from the triangle mesh. Any
edge in the triangulation that is adjacent to only one triangle becomes part of
the initial front.
3. Front Edge Classification – Each edge of the front is given a classification or
state of (0,0), (1,0), (0,1), or (1,1) based on the angles between it and its
neighbors. These classifications are shown in Figure 2.6.

State (0,0)

State (1,0)

State (0,1)

State (1,1)

Figure 2.6: The classifications or states given to the edges on the front of the q-morph
algorithm. Figure reproduced from [6].

4. Front Edge Processing – Quadrilaterals are created adjoining all of the edges
on the advancing front.

Edges with a state of (1,1) are processed first,

followed by edges with a state of (0,1) or (1,0), and then elements with a state
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of (0,0). Quadrilaterals are created on edges with a state of (1,1) by
performing edge swaps until a single edge connects the two edges adjoining
the (0,0) edge. This is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Creation of a quadrilateral by performing an edge swap on adjoining edges to
a (1,1) edge in the Quad-Morph algorithm.

Quadrilaterals are created on edges with a (0,1) or (1,0) classification by
creating an edge roughly perpendicular to the (0,1) or (1,0) edge by using an
already existing edge, performing an edge swap, or by performing an edge
swap and then dividing that edge in half. Then the same process that is used
to create a quad from a (1,1) edge is used to finish the quadrilateral. For edges
that have a state of (0,0), quadrilaterals are created by using the (1,0) or (0,1)
process at each side of the (0,0) edge and then using the (1,1) process to finish
the quadrilateral. Smoothing, or moving nodes to optimize mesh quality, is
performed during each iteration to improve the quality of the new
quadrilateral.
5. Topological Cleanup – Local element transformations are performed in order
to decrease the number of irregular nodes in the mesh.
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6. Smoothing – A final smoothing procedure is used to improve the element
quality of the entire mesh.
Although the quad morph algorithm produces meshes that are similar to those
created by the Paving algorithm, it has two advantages [6]. The first is that unlike
Paving, it does not require expensive intersection algorithms to determine when the
meshing fronts come into contact with each other. This makes the algorithm more
efficient and also eliminates the problem of breakout, which was mentioned in the
previous section. The second advantage is that by using the triangular mesh to guide
node placement, Quad-Morph creates a better transition from small to large elements,
improving the overall quality of the mesh.

2.3 Structured Hexahedral Meshing Schemes
Similar to the surface mapping and Submapping schemes discussed previously,
there are volume mapping and Submapping [10] schemes that can be used for hexahedral
mesh generation.

These volume schemes have the same properties as the surface

schemes in that they are fast and reliable, but are limited in the types of geometry that
they can mesh. The following subsections give a description of volume mapping and
Submapping.

2.3.1 Volume Mapping
Although, like surface mapping, volume mapping is limited in the types of
geometry for which it can produce a mesh, a large number of geometrical models can be
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represented as being six-sided, for which volume mapping can be used. An example of
such geometry is shown in Figure 2.8.
To create the mesh, the algorithm must locate eight logical corners on the volume
and then assign an equal interval count on opposing sides. Once this is done, the surfaces
of the volume can be meshed with the surface-mapping algorithm. Then, from the
mapped surfaces, a hexahedral mesh can be created inside the volume. Because of the
speed and good quality elements that are typically produced, mapping is often attempted
on geometry that is even less block-like than that shown in Figure 2.8, such as on spheres
or cylinders. Good results are often obtained, but there does exist a point where either the
geometry becomes too curved or it becomes too difficult to find eight logical corners.
When this occurs, mapping will produce poor mesh quality and an unstructured meshing
technique is preferred. At other times, the geometry does lend itself to being meshed
with the mapping scheme if it is first subdivided into smaller block-like pieces. In these
situations the volume Submapping scheme described in the next section is ideal.

Figure 2.8: An example of geometry meshed with the volume-mapping algorithm.
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2.3.2 Volume Submapping
Volume Submapping is a natural extension of surface Submapping into three
dimensions. A key difference however, is that instead of end, side, corner, and reversal
vertices; end, side, corner, and reversal curves must be found. Examples of these curves
are shown in Figure 2.9.
The basic procedure for producing a Submapped mesh is as follows:
1. Mesh all the surfaces of the volume with a mapped or sub-mapped mesh.
2. Locate all the vertices that are connected to three, five, or six mesh edges.
3. Get all the geometrical curves, on which the mesh edges lie, that are connected to
the vertices found in the previous step. Then determine if those curves are end
curves, side curves, corner curves, or reversal curves.

Reversal

End

Corner
Side

Figure 2.9: Curve classifications used in the volume sub-map algorithm.
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4. Give each node on the surfaces of the volume in integer coordinate based on the
mesh topology and the curve information from the previous step. This is the
three-dimensional equivalent to step two of surface Submapping.
5. At all curves that have a corner or reversal classification, create virtual surfaces
that connect those curves to nodes that have a similar i, j, or k coordinate. Then
use these surfaces to subdivide the volume into mappable sections.
6. Mesh the virtual surfaces with mapped surface meshes.
7. Mesh the subdivisions of the volume with mapped volume meshes; creating a
sub-mapped mesh that is the composite of all the subsection meshes.

The Submapping meshing scheme has proven useful over the years because there
are many finite element problems in which the underlying geometry is blocky in nature
and lends itself well to the Submapping process. This is especially true of situations
where a user will take a more complex geometric model and break it into pieces that can
be automatically meshed with an existing meshing scheme. An example of geometry
meshed with the Submapping scheme is shown in Figure 2.10. The vast majority of
geometric models however, are too complex for Submapping to be used as a stand alone
procedure, and require a more general meshing scheme, or else cannot be automatically
meshed.
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Figure 2.10: A heat sink for a microprocessor that has been meshed with the sub-map
scheme.

2.4 Unstructured Hexahedral Meshing Schemes
Although it is generally efficient to both create and run analyses on structured
hexahedral meshes, they are limited in the geometry to which they can be applied. For
this reason, it is often desirable to use unstructured meshing schemes to create a
hexahedral mesh. However, although unstructured hexahedral meshing schemes are
much more diverse in the geometry types to which they can be applied, there has yet to
be developed a hexahedral meshing scheme with all of the following desirable
characteristics.
1. Ability to mesh any geometry type automatically with an all-hex mesh.
2.

Ability to maintain reasonable element quality.

3. Ability to mesh the interior of a volume from a given surface mesh.
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4. Ability to keep the elements with the poorest quality away from the boundary.
Until a hexahedral meshing scheme is developed that has all of these characteristics,
unstructured hexahedral mesh generation will be an important area of research.
Much of the research behind hexahedral meshing schemes has been in attempts to
extend quadrilateral meshing schemes into three dimensions. These attempts include the
volume mapping and Submapping algorithms described in the previous section. Other
attempts at extending quadrilateral meshing algorithms to unstructured hexahedral
meshing schemes include the sweeping, Plastering [11], and H-Morph [12] meshing
schemes. Attempts to produce unstructured hexahedral meshes that do not stem from
quadrilateral meshing schemes include DTHexing [13], Schneider’s method [14] and
Whisker Weaving [15]. These algorithms are described in the following subsections.

2.4.1 Sweeping
Of all the meshing schemes for producing hexahedral meshes, sweeping is
probably the most widely used, accounting for at least 50 percent of most meshing
applications [16]. Reasons for this include its relative speed, versatility, and its tendency
to produce good quality elements. The general procedure is to take a quadrilateral mesh
on one surface, and extrude it into the third dimension, producing hexahedral elements.
A volume meshed with the sweeping scheme is shown in Figure 2.11.
To produce a swept mesh, the surfaces of the volume must first be classified as
source, target, or linking surfaces. At least one algorithm has been developed to do this
automatically [16], otherwise each surface must be classified by the user.
characteristics of source, target and linking surfaces are as follows:
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The

1. Source Surface – The source surface can have almost any characteristics.
2. Target Surface – The target surface must be unmeshed, or if it is meshed, the
mesh must be topologically equivalent to the mesh on the source surface.
Additionally, the shape of the target surface must be roughly equivalent to that of
the source surface and it must be separated from the source surface by a loop of
linking surfaces.
3. Linking Surfaces – The linking surfaces must all be able to be meshed with the
surface-mapping scheme.
Once the surfaces have been classified, the source surface can be meshed with any
quadrilateral meshing scheme, and the linking surfaces must all be meshed with a
mapped mesh. Once this has been accomplished, the mesh on the source surface can be
extruded into the third dimension layer-by-layer until the target surface is reached.

Linking Surface
Source Surface

Target Surface

Figure 2.11: A half taurus meshed with the sweeping algorithm.

Sweeping algorithms have an advantage over mapping algorithms because they
are not limited to blocky geometries. However, they are still limited in that a swept mesh
can only be produced on prismatic or extruded geometry types, examples of which are
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shown in Figure 2.12. To remedy this, several attempts have been made to extend
sweeping to more general geometry types; these will be described later in this chapter.
Additionally, research has been done to determine the best location of the interior nodes
to account for three dimensional source and target surfaces [17].

This has made

sweeping more efficient and useful.

Figure 2.12: Examples of geometry that can be meshed with sweeping.

2.4.2 Plastering
Another algorithm often encountered in the literature is Plastering. Although
Plastering was never perfected and most of the research was later abandoned in favor of
Whisker Weaving, which is explained in a later section, Plastering is presented here to
demonstrate some of the difficulties of hexahedral mesh generation.
The original Plastering algorithm [11] was a basic extension of Paving into 3-D.
The main steps of this algorithm are as follows:
1. Determine the exterior Plastering boundary – This boundary is a closed volume of
quadrilateral elements inside of which no hexahedral mesh exists. During the
Plastering process, this boundary is constantly updated.
2. Create sub-loops – Sub loops are rows of quadrilateral elements along the exterior
Plastering boundary.
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3. Project hexahedral elements from each quadrilateral in the sub-loop.
4. Seam redundant quadrilaterals – During the projection process, hexahedra are
created from a set of two quadrilaterals regardless of additional existing
quadrilaterals that would match the remaining four sides of the hexahedron. This
simplifies the mesh creation process, but requires that the redundant faces be
seamed together.
5. Collapse hexahedra – If during the seaming process, any quadrilaterals were
collapsed, it is necessary to collapse the hexahedra that are attached to them.
6. Smooth – Smoothing takes place after the creation of each sub-loop of hexahedra
in order to optimize mesh quality.
With this algorithm, simple geometries were successfully meshed, an example of which
is shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: Example geometry meshed with the original Plastering algorithm.
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To extend the Plastering algorithm to more complex geometries, seams and
wedges were introduced [18]. As with the previous Plastering algorithm, seaming is the
joining of two quadrilaterals into one. However, in the new algorithm, the seaming
operations were expanded into nontrivial situations. A wedge on the other hand, is an
odd shaped element that is created by collapsing one face of a hexahedron. An example
of a wedge is shown in Figure 2.14. Wedges can be inserted into a plastered mesh to
resolve connectivity problems in adjoining hexahedra.
expanded into hexahedra to form a valid mesh.

Eventually, the wedges are

These additions to the Plastering

algorithm were successful for producing meshes on geometries that were more complex
than could be meshed with the previous algorithm, however for many complex
geometries the new Plastering algorithm still failed. This was principally because as the
exterior Plastering boundary moved toward the center of the volume, the seams and
wedges were insufficient to join the opposing sides of the boundary. As a result slender
voids were often left inside the mesh.

Figure 2.14: A wedge used in the Plastering algorithm.
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Another attempt to use Plastering to mesh complex geometries is the geode
algorithm [19]. In this algorithm, voids that are left by the Plastering algorithm are
meshed with tetrahedral elements. Then the layer of hexahedra that adjoin the tetrahedral
elements are divided in such a way as to transition from hexahedra to tetrahedrons. Once
this is accomplished, the remaining hexahedra are diced into 8 separate hexahedra and the
tetrahedra are diced into 4 hexahedra. This produces an all-hex mesh in the volume but
has the following two disadvantages:
1. The original quadrilateral mesh on the boundary is twice as refined after volume
meshing has occurred.
2. Poor quality elements are often produced in both the transition region of the mesh
and in the diced-tetrahedral region.
When good hexahedral elements are produced however, the geode algorithm is useful in
creating an all-hex mesh. Two examples of geometry that have been meshed with the
geode algorithm are shown in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15: Examples of geometry that has been meshed with the geode algorithm.
Figure taken from [19].
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2.4.3 H-Morph
The H-Morph [12] algorithm is a hexahedral meshing algorithm that is similar to
Plastering in that it creates hexahedral elements from the quadrilateral mesh on the
surface and works its way inward until no more hexahedra can be produced.

The

difference however, is that H-Morph uses an indirect approach to hexahedral mesh
generation in that it first meshes the volume with a tetrahedral mesh and then attempts to
convert that mesh to a hexahedral mesh. In this manner it is a natural extension of the
Quad-Morph algorithm into 3-D and like Quad-Morph, it always produces a valid finite
element mesh even though the final mesh is often composed of both hexahedral and
tetrahedral elements.
The basic procedure for creating a mesh in the H-Morph algorithm is to first
create a quadrilateral mesh on the surface of the object. This surface mesh is then
divided into triangles that are used in the creation of a tetrahedral mesh in the volume,
however care is taken to keep track of the original quadrilateral elements. Once the
tetrahedral mesh is produced, groups of at least 5 tetrahedra are combined to form
hexahedra. This hexahedral generation continues until no more feasible combinations of
tetrahedra can be found to produce hexahedra. After hexahedral generation, pyramid
elements are produced to interface between any leftover tetrahedra and their neighboring
hexahedra and smoothing operations are performed to improve mesh quality.
Although the H-Morph algorithm has the disadvantage of often producing a
mixed mesh with both tetrahedra and hexahedra, it has the following advantages:
1. Conforms to an existing quadrilateral surface mesh.
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2. Is able to mesh without the need to decompose or recognize special classes of
geometry.
3. Tends to produce good quality elements at the boundary of the mesh.
4. Does not require the extensive intersection calculations used in the Plastering
method or suffer from the inherent problems when those intersection algorithms
fail.
5. A valid finite element mesh is always produced.
An example of a volume that has been meshed with H-Morph is shown if Figure 2.16.

Figure 2.16: Finite element mesh and cut away views of a cube with intersecting
cylinders that has been meshed with the H-Morph algorithm. Both hexahedra and
tetrahedra can be seen in the mesh. Figure taken from [12].

2.4.4 DTHexing
Another algorithm that creates a hexahedral mesh from an initial tetrahedral mesh
is known as DTHexing [13]. DTHexing is a meshing scheme developed at Brigham
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Young University that is an improvement over an older meshing scheme known as
THexing [20]. THexing is a simple meshing procedure that first meshes the volume with
a tetrahedral mesh and then divides each tetrahedron in the mesh into four hexahedra.
This process is shown in Figure 2.17. The advantage of using THexing to produce a
hexahedral mesh is that it is guaranteed to produce an all-hex mesh. The disadvantage
however, is that almost every element in the mesh is of mediocre quality. DTHexing, or
Diced-THexing tries to improve the mesh quality of THexing by dividing the hexahedra
that are produced by Thexing into eight smaller hexahedra. In this manner, the average
quality of the hexahedral elements increases.

Figure 2.17: In the THexing algorithm, each tetrahedron in the mesh is divided into four
hexahedra to produce an all-hex mesh. Figure taken from [13].

The focus of the DTHexing research was to produce hexahedral meshes on
biological models. These models usually came as one large tessellated surface that
contained large numbers of triangular surface elements. If the tessellated surface on these
models was used to create a hexahedral mesh using the original THexing algorithm,
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millions of elements were often produced. Thus, a second goal of the DTHexing research
was to reduce the number of elements through coarsening. The following five steps give
an outline of the DTHexing algorithm [13]:
1. Verify valid boundary conditions – Every mesh-edge on the surface must be
connected to two triangles, and no edges can overlap.
2. Coarsen the triangular mesh on the surface – By coarsening the original mesh on the
surface, a coarser tetrahedral mesh can be produced in the volume. This in turn
allows for fewer elements after DTHexing. The algorithm used here is an edge
collapsing algorithm based on surface curvature approximations. This algorithm is
shown in Figure 2.18. After edge collapsing, edge swapping is used to improve
element quality.
3. Smooth the mesh – Both local and global smoothing techniques are used to improve
node placement in the surface mesh.
4. Mesh the volume – Any tetrahedral meshing scheme can be used to produce the
original tet-mesh.
5. Refine the mesh – First use THexing to divide all the tetrahedra in the volume into
four hexahedra, and then refine the mesh further by splitting each hexahedron into
eight smaller hexahedra.
The final result of these steps is increased quality and decreased node count when
compared to simply using a standard THexing algorithm.
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A

B

Figure 2.18: The edge collapsing procedure for mesh coarsening in DTHexing. The
darkened edge is collapsed by moving node B to node A. After edge collapsing, edge
swaps can be used to improve element quality.

Although DTHexing showed improvement over the THexing algorithm in
producing meshes on biological models, it still had a tendency in some cases to produce
inverted elements that would cause the mesh to be unusable. Further, although the
algorithm shows much promise, it has yet to be seen how it will perform on models other
than those used for biological purposes. An example of a patella meshed with DTHexing
is shown in Figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19: A Patella meshed with the DTHex scheme. Figure taken from [13].
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2.4.5 Schneiders’ Method
So far in this section we have discussed two distinct approaches for hexahedral
mesh generation. The first approach is known as the direct approach and includes
algorithms such as sweeping and Plastering.

The second approach is indirect and

includes algorithms such as H-Morph and DTHexing. A third approach that is often used
to create hexahedral meshes is known as the grid-based approach in which a grid is used
to create an initial set of elements. After the grid is created hexahedra are either added to
or removed from the grid to cause it to conform to the geometry that is being meshed. A
good example of this approach to mesh generation is known as Schneiders’ method [14].
A two dimensional example of Schneiders’ method performed on a circle is shown in
Figure 2.20.
The first step in Schneider’s method is to create a structured grid of hexahedra on
the interior of the object to be meshed. All elements of this grid are separated from the
boundary of the object by a minimum distance of ½ the element size. Once this is
accomplished the algorithm then fills the remaining space between the hexahedral grid
and the object boundary with mesh elements.

When this gap is filled meshing is

complete.
Although Schneiders’ method is conceptually simple, filling the gap between the
original grid and the surface is a complicated process. The method that Schneiders uses
to accomplish this is to mesh the surface of the object with a quadrilateral mesh that is
topologically identical to the quadrilateral mesh on the surface of the hexahedral grid.
Then by connecting each quadrilateral on the surface of the grid to its corresponding
quadrilateral on the surface of the object, valid hexahedra are produced.
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Figure 2.20: Mesh generation on a circle using a 2-D equivalent of Schneiders’ method
with no smoothing.

In the two dimensional example of Figure 2.20, the method that Schneiders uses
for filling the gap is as easy as meshing the boundary with the same number of segments
as are in the boundary of the grid and then connecting matching segments. In three
dimensions however, this process is much more complicated because, not only must the
mesh on the surface of the object match the mesh on the surface of the grid, but it must
also match the geometrical entities of the object. For example, a node must be moved to
every vertex on the volume and mesh-edges must be moved to correspond with all the
curves of the volume.

Not only can these adjustments cause poor quality surface

elements, but they also make it very difficult to create decent hexahedral elements inside
the volume. In his paper [14], Schneiders describes various methods that he uses to
overcome some of these quality issues. In the end, this hexahedral meshing algorithm
has the advantage of being able to work on some arbitrary geometry types, but has the
following two disadvantages [12]:
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1. The surface mesh cannot be created before the volume mesh – In situations where
the mesh is being produced in stages, surface represent the boundary between two
volume sections. Once these surfaces are meshed, changing the mesh on them to
conform to the next volume section would necessitate remeshing previously
meshed volumes.
2. The worst quality elements are located at the boundary – The boundaries of a
volume are often the areas with the highest stresses. Therefore it is desirable to
have the highest quality elements on the boundary to more accurately analyze
these stresses.
Figure 2.21 shows an example of Schneiders’ method used on a pyramid.

Figure 2.21: Schneiders’ method used on a pyramid. Figure taken from [14].

2.4.6 Whisker Weaving
As can be seen from the previous subsections, there are many approaches to
hexahedral mesh generation having different strengths and weaknesses. Perhaps one of
the most promising approaches is the one used in the Whisker Weaving algorithm.
Whisker Weaving is a hexahedral meshing algorithm based on the spatial twist
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continuum [21]. The following paragraph gives a brief explanation of the spatial twist
continuum.
Every finite element mesh has a dual mesh that can be made by creating line
segments between the centroid of each finite element and the centroids of its neighbors.
The spatial twist continuum is a special dual mesh that applies to hexahedral meshes.
Similar to a standard finite element mesh, the spatial twist continuum has zero, one, two
and three dimensional entities.

However, a three-dimensional entity in the dual

corresponds to a zero-dimensional entity in the standard mesh, a two-dimensional entity
in the dual corresponds to a one-dimensional entity in the standard mesh and so forth. To
maintain clarity, the spatial twist continuum entities use a different naming nomenclature.
A meshed cylinder and its corresponding dual are shown in Figure 2.22, and the names of
the various entities of the spatial twist continuum, their dimension, and their hexahedral
mesh counterpart are shown in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.22: A meshed cylinder and the corresponding dual.
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Table 2.1: Correspondence between spatial twist continuum and mesh entities,
reproduced from [15].

STC entity Dimension Mesh entity Dimension
STC vertex
0
Hex
3
STC edge
1
Face
2
STC 2-cell
2
Edge
1
STC 3-cell
3
Node
0

The Whisker Weaving algorithm works by first creating the spatial twist
continuum, and then creating the mesh from the spatial twist continuum. This gives it an
advantage because, although the spatial twist continuum is not trivial, it has fewer
constraints than creating the hexahedral mesh directly. In this manner, it is able to create
a hexahedral mesh on almost all arbitrary geometries, and at the same time conform to
any preexisting surface meshes on the volume. However, the disadvantage is that it tends
to produce a number of poor quality elements that keep the mesh from being usable.
Additionally, in order to overcome some of the quality issues, recent versions of the
Whisker Weaver make alterations to the surface mesh. This improves the quality in some
instances, but fails to solve all the quality problems and makes the meshing of assemblies
more difficult. However, despite these issues, many see Whisker Weaving as one of the
most novel approaches to mesh generation and perhaps, through future research, the
hexahedral meshing problem will be answered through a dual based method. Examples
of geometry that have been meshed with the Whisker Weaver are shown in Figure 2.23.
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Figure 2.23: Examples of geometry that have been meshed with the Whisker Weaver. In
both cases a hexahedral mesh has been produced but, the quality is too poor for use in
analysis.

2.6.7 Summary of Unstructured Hexahedral Meshing
In the previous sections of this chapter several methods for hexahedral mesh
generation have been presented. Although each method has proven to be useful in certain
situations, no method has the ability to automatically produce a hexahedral mesh of high
quality on all geometry types. The most common problems are:
1

Limited Geometry Types – Many hexahedral meshing algorithms can produce
good meshes but are limited to a specific geometry type.

2

Mixed Mesh– Some meshing schemes have the ability to mesh many geometry
types, but do so by using both tetrahedral and hexahedral elements. This is a
problem in situations where the analysis code can only handle one element type. It
is also a problem when creating extremely large meshes because typically five
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tetrahedra are needed to fill the space of one hexahedron. In large meshes, the
excessive tetrahedral elements can require too much computer memory.
3

Poor Mesh Quality – Some meshing schemes are designed to work on complex
geometry types but do so by producing elements that have such poor quality that no
analysis can be performed with the mesh. At other times, the elements have
relatively good quality, but the poorest quality elements exist near the surface
where high stress concentrations are common. This can lead to poor analysis
results.

4

Does not Conform to Surface Mesh – Sometimes in the meshiing of a large object,
the mesh is produced one section at a time. This is usually the case with modeled
assemblies. When producing the mesh one section at a time, the mesh from later
sections must interface with previous sections. If a mesh can’t be produced that
matches the interface on surfaces that divide different sections, then the previous
sections will need to be remeshed.

Table 2.2 compares the six meshing schemes discussed in this section and shows
the disadvantages of each one. Although it would be ideal to develop a meshing scheme
that doesn’t exhibit any of these problems, the current theories of mesh generation give
no clear indication of how such an algorithm might be obtained. For this reason, many
hexahedral meshing programs have developed a toolkit approach to mesh generation. In
this approach, complex geometry is meshed by decomposing it into simpler pieces that
can each be meshed with one of a number of meshing schemes. The purpose of this
thesis is to develop a meshing scheme that will be part of the toolkit of meshing schemes
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used in the CUBIT meshing program. The geometry that this new scheme will mesh is
geometry that can be completely decomposed into sweepable primitives.

Sweeping
Plastering/Geode
H-Morph
DTHexing
Schneiders’
Method

Does not Conform to Surface
Mesh

Poor Mesh Quality

Mixed Mesh

Limited Geometry Types

Table 2.2: Disadvantages of common meshing schemes.

X
X
X

Whisker
Weaving
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2.5

Advanced Sweeping Schemes
As stated previously, sweeping accounts for approximately fifty percent of all

hexahedral mesh generation.

Generally, this is because of all the hexahedral mesh

generation schemes, sweeping offers the best combination of speed, reliability, element
quality, and usability on various geometry types. However, even with these advantages,
it is still limited to prismatic or extruded geometry types.

For this reason, in the

hexahedral mesh generation process, it is typical for the engineer to manually divide
geometry into pieces that individually can be meshed with a sweeping scheme, and then
mesh the pieces one at a time. It is desirable therefore, to create algorithms that can
automatically perform this geometry decomposition process on geometry types that are
composed entirely of pieces that are each sweepable. In this manner, the time for
hexahedral mesh generation can be dramatically reduced on a large set of geometries.
This is the same meshing strategy that will be used in the research of this thesis. Two
previous algorithms that have been developed using this meshing strategy are many-toone sweeping and many-to-many sweeping or Multisweeping [22].

A more recent

algorithm that has been developed for this same purpose is called CC-Sweeping [23].
These algorithms will be described in this section.

2.5.1 Many-To-One Sweeping
Many-to-one sweeping, is the sweeping of volumes with multiple source surfaces
and one target surface. A volume of this variety with three source surfaces and one target
surface is shown in Figure 2.24.
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Target Surface

Linking Surfaces

Source Surfaces

Figure 2.24: A volume that can be meshed with many-to-one sweeping.

There are many ways to perform many-to-one sweeping, but perhaps the simplest
method is to use the mesh on the linking surfaces to divide the volume into layers, and
barrels [24] with virtual surfaces. These terms are defined as follows:
Virtual Surface – A surface that is interior to the volume. These surfaces are used
by the meshing program and are not part of the original CAD model.
Layer – A sheet of hexahedral elements that is one element thick. As you traverse
a linking surface from the source to the target, every quadrilateral element
represents a layer.
Barrel – A section of the volume that can be meshed with a standard sweeping
method. Although the source or target surfaces of a barrel may be virtual, a barrel
consists one source surface, one target surface, and one loop of linking surfaces.
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Virtual Surface

Barrels

Layers

Figure 2.25: Layers, barrels and a virtual surface of a many-to-one volume.

Figure 2.25 shows the same many-to-one volume, but this time the linking surfaces are
meshed, and the layers and barrels and a virtual surface are shown.
The general process for meshing the volume follows three steps:
1. Mesh every linking surface with a mapped or submapped mesh. If a submapped
mesh cannot be created on one of the linking surfaces, then the volume cannot be
meshed with many-to-one sweeping.
2. Give each source surface in the volume a layer number.
3. Starting with the source surface with the lowest layer number, form a barrel with
this surface and its adjoining linking surfaces. Then sweep until another source or
target surface is encountered. Repeat this step for the source surface with the next
lowest layer number until the whole volume is meshed. In this manner, the mesh
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on the virtual targets of the previous barrels can be used as sources for later
barrels, and no connectivity conflicts will occur.

The order in which the barrels of the example volume are meshed is shown in Figure
2.26.

a

b

c

Figure 2.26: Meshing sequence for many-to-one sweeping. One barrel is meshed in each
of a, b, and c.

2.5.2 Many-to-Many Sweeping
Many-to-many sweeping, known as Multisweeping in CUBIT, is the sweeping of
volumes with multiple source and multiple target surfaces. An example of a volume that
can be meshed with many-to-many sweeping is shown in Figure 2.27.
One of the purposes of this thesis is to determine if the many-to-many sweeping
process can be improved upon. To do this, an understanding many-to-many sweeping is
necessary. The following steps describe the many-to-many sweeping process.
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Target Surfaces

Source Surfaces

Figure 2.27: An example of a volume that can be meshed with by many-to-many
sweeping.

1. Identify all source, target, and linking surfaces.
2. Mesh the linking surfaces with either a mapped or submapped mesh.
3. Give a layer number to every source and target surface.
4. For sweeping to work, every curve on the target surfaces must have a counterpart
on at least one of the source surfaces. Therefore, the next step is to find matches
for all the curves of the target surfaces among the curves of the source surfaces.
If no match exists, then a geometrical curve is created on as many source surfaces
as is necessary to create a valid match. This process of creating new curves is
called “imprinting.” These imprints are necessary to force the mesh to conform to
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the geometric constraints that arise out of having multiple target surfaces. The
imprints that are created on the volume in Figure 2.27 by the many-to-many
sweeping algorithm in CUBIT are shown in Figure 2.28.
5. Mesh the source surfaces with any quadrilateral meshing scheme.
6. Begin sweeping from the source surface with the lowest layer number. When
new source surfaces are reached, combine the nodes from each surface into one
group and continue sweeping. When target surfaces are reached, divide the nodes
into two groups, one group being the nodes on the target surfaces, the other group
being the nodes not on the target surfaces. Use the first group to mesh the target
surfaces and use the second group to continue sweeping.
7. Continue step six until all target surfaces have been encountered.
Although many-to-many sweeping has proven to be a valuable method of mesh
generation on many complex geometries, it has continuously suffered from robustness
problems. Most failures associated with many-to-many sweeping occur in the imprinting
process. The main reason for this is that during the imprinting process, the number of
nodes on each imprinted curve is set by the number of nodes on the matching curve on
the target surface. Because the number of nodes on the imprinted curves cannot be
changed, incompatibilities can arise when trying to mesh the source surfaces.
Incompatibilities have also arisen when imprinting is not necessary. These
incompatibilities occur when a matching source curve already exists to a target curve, but
they have different node counts. Part of the research of this thesis will be to investigate
the use of Grafting, which is described in a later section, to overcome these problems.
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Imprints

Figure 2.28: Imprints created on the source surfaces during the multisweep process
and the final swept mesh.

2.5.3 CC-Sweeping
In an effort to overcome some of the problems with many-to-many sweeping
mentioned in the previous subsection, a new algorithm for many-to-many sweeping
known as CC-Sweeping has been developed. As stated previously, the main problems
with the many-to-many sweeping algorithms are results of the imprinting process. CCSweeping overcomes these issues through geometry cuts.

Instead of just merely

imprinting the curves from the target surfaces onto the source surfaces, CC-Sweeping
uses the geometrical curves on the target surfaces as cutting edges to split up the volume
into pieces that are each many-to-one sweepable. This process is much like a cookie
cutter passing through cookie dough, and it is from this process that CC-Sweep gets its
name.
Although the concept of a cookie cutter is quite simple, the actual implementation
of CC-Sweeping is more complex. A basic explanation of the CC-Sweep process is
given below and illustrated in Figure 2.29.
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1

Mesh all the linking surfaces with a structured mesh.

2

Copy the nodes on the interior sections of the loops of the target surfaces to each
layer of the mesh until a source surface is reached.

3

Create a tessellated surface mesh from the projected nodes at each layer.

4

Use the tessellated mesh to create virtual surfaces.

5

Use the virtual surfaces to divide the geometry into pieces that are each many-toone sweepable.

b

a

c

e

d

Figure 2.29: The steps of the CC-Sweep algorithm: a) the linking surfaces are meshed, b)
the nodes from the targets are projected through the volume layer by layer to the source
surfaces, c) the projected nodes are used to created a tessellated mesh inside the volume,
d) the tessellated mesh is used to create a virtual surface, and e) the virtual surface is used
to cut the volume into sweepable pieces.
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The reason why the CC-Sweep algorithm does not suffer from the same problems
as the many-to-many sweeping algorithms, is that after the geometry has been
decomposed, the mesh used to decompose the geometry is discarded and a standard
many-to-one sweeping algorithm is used create a new mesh in each section of the
volume. By doing this, the conflicts that arise from node incompatibilities between the
source and target surfaces are prevented. However, having said this, it must be noted that
at the time of this thesis, the CUBIT implementation of the CC-Sweep algorithm was still
under development. Therefore, it was impossible to know how successful CC-Sweep
would be at solving the many-to-many sweeping problem.

Notwithstanding, the

algorithm does show much promise and for this reason an alternative approach to graftsweeping was developed using the CC-Sweep algorithm. This approach to the graftsweeping algorithm will be presented in chapter 3.

5.5

Pillowing
Pillowing [25] is a refinement scheme that is often used on hexahedral meshes. It

is important to the work of this thesis because it plays a major role improving the mesh
quality after the Grafting process.

The valuable feature of Pillowing is that it can

improve situations where poor quality elements are produced through mesh alterations.
An example of this is shown in Figure 2.30. In the figure, a poor quality element is
produced by moving node A inward. After being moved, node A becomes fixed, so
the quality of the element must be improved by some other means than by improving the
position of node A. Pillowing improves the quality by inserting a layer of elements
around elements 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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Figure 2.30: The Pillowing process for mesh refinement and quality improvement.

The following four steps describe the Pillowing process.
1. Identify which hexahedral elements need to be refined. This usually consists of
the poor quality hexahedron and the hexahedra immediately adjacent to it. This
set of hexahedra is called the shrink set.
2. Shrink the hexahedra in the shrink set in order to create a gap between the shrink
set and the neighboring hexahedra. This is shown in Figure 2.31.
3. Fill the gap with hexahedra producing a layer, or pillow, of elements around the
shrink set. This is shown in Figure 2.32.
4. Smooth the mesh to optimize quality.

A valuable aspect of Pillowing is that it can improve the mesh quality by making
only local adjustments. Whenever elements are inserted into a hexahedral mesh, the
effects propagate throughout at least one of the three dual sheets containing each inserted
element. However, in the Pillowing process, all the inserted elements form a sheet that is
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folded in such a way as to keep it in a localized area. This allows Pillowing to be used in
the Grafting scheme without making major adjustments to the mesh.

a

b

c

Figure 2.31: a) Cut away view showing the gap produced by shrinking the shrink set
during Pillowing; b) Cut away view of elements that are inserted around the shrink set
during Pillowing; c) The final mesh after Pillowing is completed.

5.6

Grafting
The Grafting algorithm [26] was originally developed at BYU with the purpose of

extending the capabilities of sweeping. It is a method of adjusting the mesh of one
volume to conform to a second volume, so that one continuous mesh can be produced
throughout both volumes. Grafting is especially useful in sweeping situations where a
sweepable protrusion extends from a linking surface of another sweepable volume. An
example of this situation is shown in Figure 2.32a. This situation is complicated by the
fact that both subvolumes have a different sweeping axis, or direction in which sweeping
occurs. Because of this, no sweeping scheme has the ability to automatically mesh the
volume.

Instead a complex geometry decomposition process must be manually

performed on the volume to break it into pieces that, when meshed separately, can
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produce a valid mesh throughout the whole volume. Such a geometry decomposition
process is shown in Figure 2.32b. With Grafting however, the meshing process is much
simpler. Here, instead of the complicated geometry decomposition process, only the
protrusion needs to be cut off. Once this is done the mesh is created by sweeping the
large cylinder, Grafting the small cylinder onto it, and then sweeping the small cylinder.
This process is shown if Figure 2.33.

Figure 2.32: a) A volume that can be meshed with two sweeping operations and one
Grafting operation; b) Break away view of the subvolumes that must be created to mesh
the volume without Grafting.

Figure 2.33: The use of Grafting in meshing a volume. First the large cylinder is swept,
then the small cylinder is grafted onto the large cylinder, then the small cylinder is swept.
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In addition to facilitating the meshing of protrusions on linking surfaces, Grafting
has also proven to be useful in situations where the protrusion extends from a target
surface. In these situations, Grafting and sweeping successive sections of the volume is
an alternative to many-to-many sweeping. The drawback in these situations however, is
that because the mesh on target surfaces is often unstructured, Grafting on these surfaces
can produce poor quality elements even after Pillowing and several smoothing
operations.

However, in other situations, Grafting and sweeping is successful in

producing a hexahedral mesh when many-to-many sweeping is not. The results of using
an automatic Grafting scheme on target surfaces will be shown in Chapter 4.
Because Grafting will play an integral role in the research of this thesis, an in
depth knowledge of how it works is required. The steps of Grafting are listed below and
are shown in Figure 2.34.
1. Determine which surfaces form the interface between the two volumes. This will
consist of two surfaces that are mated together. The larger surface must be
meshed and the smaller surface must be unmeshed. During the Grafting process,
the nodes of the mesh on the larger surface will be adjusted to conform to the
shape of the boundary of the smaller surface.
2. Locate the closest node on the larger surface to each vertex on the smaller surface
and move the node to the vertex.
3. Select a curve from the boundary of the smaller surface. Then find a chain of
mesh edges that starts at the node at the beginning of the curve and ends with the
node at the end of the curve. After these mesh edges have been found, they are
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moved to the curve. This process is repeated for every curve that bounds the
surface.
4. Check the quality of the mesh on both the large and small surfaces. If there are
any mesh faces that have poor quality then it is assumed that the attached
hexahedron is also of poor quality.

The poor quality hexahedra and their

neighbors are selected for Pillowing.
5. Pillow the selected elements.
6. Smooth the mesh on both the large and small surfaces.
7. Smooth the mesh in the meshed volume.
8. Mesh the protruding volume.

The main objective of this thesis is to produce an automatic Grafting and
sweeping tool. This tool has the ability to automatically mesh many-to-many geometry;
it also has the ability to mesh geometry in a class known as multi-axis geometry, which
consists of sweepable volumes that have sweepable protrusions on their linking surfaces.
Although this tool does not have the ability mesh all geometry types, it extends the class
of geometry for which automatic sweeping can be used. In this manner, the power of the
most commonly used meshing scheme is advanced.
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Figure 2.34: The Grafting process. a) two surfaces are selected for use in Grafting, b) a
node is moved to each vertex, c) a chain of mesh edges is found between the two vertices
of a curve, d) the mesh edges in the chains are moved to the curves, e) elements with bad
quality are refined through Pillowing, f) the protrusion is meshed by sweeping.
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3 THE GRAFT-SWEEP ALGORITHM

As noted in the Chapter 2, there are currently several different types of sweeping
algorithms. Table 3.1 lists the four type of sweeping algorithms discussed in Chapter 2
and lists the advantages and disadvantages of each.

The table also includes the

advantages and disadvantages of Grafting.

Table 3.1: Advantages and disadvantages of the sweeping and Grafting algorithms
discussed in Chapter 2.
Algorithm

Advantages

Disadvantages

Sweeping
(one-to-one)

Robust

Only works on one-toone geometry

Sweeping
(many-to-one)

Robust

Only works on manyto-one geometry

Sweeping
(many-to-many)

Works on many-tomany geometry

Fails often

CC-Sweeping

Works on many-tomany geometry

Under Development

Grafting

Works on mulit-axis
geometry

Slow (High user
interaction)

The objective of this thesis was to produce a new meshing algorithm that
addresses the disadvantages of each of the algorithms listed in Table 3.1, and uses
Grafting, Pillowing, and sweeping to automatically mesh two classes of geometry known
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as many-to-many geometry and multi-axis geometry.

Many-to-many geometry is

geometry that can be meshed by sweeping, but has multiple source and multiple target
surfaces. Section 2.5.2 gives an example of many-to-many geometry and explains how it
is currently meshed. Multi-axis geometry is geometry that can be meshed by sweeping,
but has sweepable protrusions extending from at least one linking surface. Examples of
many-to-many and multi-axis geometry are shown in Figure 3.1.

a

b

Figure 3.1: a) An example of many-to-many geometry and b) an example of multi-axis
geometry.

Although the objective of this thesis was to produce a single algorithm with the
ability to mesh many-to-many and multi-axis geometry, two algorithms were developed
with this ability. Both these algorithms work by taking geometry with multiple source
and target surfaces and multiple sweep axes and dividing it into pieces that each have just
one sweep axis and one target surface. An example of this process is shown in Figure
3.2.

The first algorithm, henceforth called the Total Grafting Method, divides the

original geometry into pieces that are each many-to-one sweepable and uses Grafting to
connect the mesh at the interface between each sub-volume. In this process, there are
two different steps where geometry decompositions are used.
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The first geometry

decomposition step divides the original geometry into pieces that each represent one of
the sweep axes, and the second geometry decomposition step divides each sweep axis
into pieces that are many-to-one sweepable. The second algorithm, henceforth called the
Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method, can mesh a larger set of geometry, but it requires
the use of the geometry decomposition method in the CC-Sweep algorithm [23] described
in Chapter 2, to force the mesh to conform at the interface between each subsection of a
single axis. However, it should be noted that at the time of this thesis, CC-Sweep was
still under development and was not fully available for use with the Graft-Sweeping
research. For this reason, although both algorithms will be described in this chapter; the
Total Grafting method will be described as implemented in CUBIT, and the coupled CCSweep Grafting method will be described as it can be implemented when CC-Sweep is
complete.

a

b

Figure 3.2: Example of dividing geometry with multiple source and target surfaces and
multiple sweep axes into pieces that each have just one sweep axis and one target surface.
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3.1

The Total Grafting Method
There are seven major steps in the Total Grafting Method of the Graft-Sweep tool.

These steps are described below using the volume in Figure 3.2 as an example to visually
illustrate the steps when needed.
1. Label source and target surfaces – The first step in any sweeping algorithm is to
identify the source, target and linking surfaces. Typically this is done by determining
which set of surfaces are logical choices for source and target surfaces and then
giving the remaining surfaces a linking surface label. Although CUBIT has an
algorithm for automatically identifying these surfaces, it was not designed to
accommodate multi-axis geometry. Because of this, it was decided to let the user
identify these surfaces manually. Then, if it was desirable to have an algorithm
perform this function automatically, it could be developed through future research.
Figure 3.3 shows source and target surfaces of the example volume.

a

b
Source Surfaces

Target Surfaces

Figure 3.3: a) the example volume seen from the front showing the source surfaces, and
b) the example volume seen form the back showing the target surfaces.
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2. Identify sweep axes – In addition to specifying the source and target surfaces, the
axes of multi-axis geometry also need to be identified. Because sweep axes are
identified by protrusions extending from linking surfaces, a logical way of identifying
them is to locate the set of curves that form a loop around the base of the protrusion.
These curves form the boundary between the linking surfaces of the base volume and
the linking surfaces of the protrusion and are called curve sets. Although it may be
possible to develop an algorithm for automatically identifying the curve sets, on
complicated models they would still need to be identified by the user. For this
reason, it was determined to write the code in such a way as to always allow the user
to specify the curve sets. In this manner it was assured that the curve sets would
always be specified correctly and the research for automatically identifying the curve
sets could be performed at a later time. The curve sets for the example volume are
shown in Figure 3.4.

Curve Sets

Figure 3.4: The example volume showing the curve sets.
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3. Remove the protrusions from the linking surfaces – To use standard sweeping
algorithms to mesh the volume, the volume needs to be divided into pieces that the
sweeping algorithms can handle. This requires removing the protrusions from the all
the linking surfaces so that each sub-volume contains just one sweep axis. This is
accomplished by creating a surface from each of the curve sets and then using the
new surfaces to cut off their respective protrusions. This process is described in
detail in Appendix A and shown in Figure 3.5.

b

a
Curve Sets

c

d

Figure 3.5: a) the example volume showing the curve sets, b) the surfaces that were
created from the curve sets for the purpose of removing the protrusions, c) the base
volume shown with the protrusions removed c) the protrusions shown without the base
volume.
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4. Remove the protrusions from the target surfaces – One requirement of the GraftSweep Tool is that before meshing can take place, the geometry must be decomposed
into pieces that are able to be meshed with a many-to-one sweeping algorithm. This
is because many-to-one sweeping algorithms have proven to be reliable when used to
mesh sweepable volumes. If there exists any sub-volume with protrusions extending
from at least one of its target surfaces, that sub-volume must be a many-to-many
volume and requires many-to-many sweeping to create the mesh. Because many-tomany sweeping has not proven to be robust, a better method for creating the mesh is
to remove the protrusions from the target surfaces and graft them back on later. By
removing the protrusions, many-to-one volumes are often created.

However,

removing the protrusions from the target surfaces does not guarantee that the resulting
sub-volumes will not have multiple target surfaces. Therefore, if there exist any subvolumes that have more than one target surface after removing all the protrusions
from the target surfaces, that sub-volume cannot be meshed with the Total Grafting
Method. An example of this problem is shown in Section 3.2 of this chapter. The
process of removing the protrusions from the target surfaces is repeated until there are
no protrusions extending from any of the target surfaces of any the sub-volumes.
The manner in which the protrusions are removed from the target surfaces is
identical to the process that is used to remove protrusions from the linking surfaces,
except that the protrusions are automatically identified by locating internal loops of
curves on the target surface. If the linking surface of the protrusion extends in the
same direction as a normal to the target surface, then the protrusion is cut off. Once
the protrusions are cut off from the target surfaces, each sub-volume should be many-
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to-one sweepable and can be meshed automatically without any of the problems
inherent with many-to-many sweeping. The process of locating the protrusions on
the target surfaces is shown in Figure 3.6.

Surface Normal

Target Surface
Linking Surface
External Loop
Base Volume

Internal Loop

Figure 3.6: The base section of the example volume with the loops on the target surface
darkened. The linking surface connected to the internal loop extends in the same
direction as the surface normal. This indicates that there is a protrusion that needs to be
removed from the target surface.

5. Mesh the base volume – After performing the previous steps, the primary axis can be
easily meshed with any many-to-one sweeping algorithm. The mesh on the primary
axis of the example volume is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Once all the protrusions have been removed from the base volume it can
easily be meshed with any many-to-one sweeping algorithm.

6. Graft the protrusions onto the base volume – During the process of removing both the
protrusions on the linking surfaces and the protrusions on the target surfaces, a treelike data structure is created that links the protrusions to the base volume. From this
data structure it can easily be determined which protrusions belong to the base
volume. Grafting can then be used to connect the two together.
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for the protrusions until meshing is complete – The process of
meshing and Grafting the sub-volumes is iterative starting with the primary axis, then
continuing with the protrusions that form secondary axes, tertiary axes and so on,
until the entire volume is meshed. The example volume has only primary and
secondary axes, so meshing only requires two iterations. The completed mesh of the
example volume is shown in Figure 3.8. Examples of volumes with multiple sets of
protrusions are shown in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.8: The completed mesh after Grafting the protrusions onto the base volume and
meshing them.

3.2

Difficult Volumes with the Total Grafting Method
In the Chapter 4, several examples are shown where the Total Grafting Method of

the Graft-Sweep tool worked successfully. However, there are a few classes of geometry
where this method can be problematic. These problems are described in the following
sub-sections. Although the volumes shown in the following sub-sections can often be
easily meshed using manual methods, the assumptions used to automate the meshing
process make them difficult for the Total Grafting Method.

3.2.1 Hollow Protrusions
Whenever there is a hollow protrusion in the volume that is being meshed it
presents a problem for the Total Grafting Method. Three examples of this situation are
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shown in Figure 3.9. In the first example the protrusion has a blind hole that extends into
the base volume, in the second example the blind hole terminates on the surface of the
base volume, and in the third example the blind hole does not reach the surface of the
base volume. The figure also shows the results of cutting the protrusion from each of the
examples. In the first example, it can be seen that after removing the protrusion from the
base volume, part of the hole remains with the base volume. With this hole, the base
volume is not sweepable. Unfortunately, there is no solution to this problem using the
Total Grafting Method. In the second example, it can be seen that after the protrusion is
removed the base volume remains as a perfect cylinder. In this case, both the base
volume and the protrusion are sweepable with a basic sweeping algorithm. This indicates
that as long as the blind hole in the protrusion has a base surface that is a mathematical
extension of the linking surface of the base volume, then the Total Grafting Method will
work. In the last example, after removing the protrusion, the base volume is sweepable,
but the protrusion has one source surface and multiple target surfaces. This means that
the protrusion can not be meshed with a many-to-one sweeping algorithm. Furthermore,
because the Total Grafting method only looks for protrusions on target surfaces when
decomposing a sweep axis, there is no way to alter the geometry of the protrusion so that
it can be meshed with a many-to-one sweeping algorithm. This indicates that this model
cannot be meshed with the Total Grafting Method.
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Figure 3.9: a) The blind hole in the protrusion extends into the base volume, b) the blind
hole terminates on the surface of the base volume, c) the blind hole does not reach the
base volume, d) the base volume after the protrusion in “a” is removed, e) the base
volume after the protrusion in “e” is removed, and f) after removing the protrusion in “c”
the protrusion is left with one source surface and two target surfaces.

3.2.2 Protrusions not Contained by a Single Surface
Another class of geometry that cannot be meshed with the Total Grafting Method
is geometry that has at least one protrusion on either the target or linking surfaces where
the base of the protrusion is not completely contained within the target or linking surface.
Three examples of this situation are shown in Figure 3.10.
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a

b

c

Figure 3.10: a) Volume with a protrusion at the boundary of a target surface, b) volume
with a protrusion that crosses the boundary of a target surface, and c) volume with a
protrusion at the boundary of a linking surface.

The reason that these volumes pose a problem for the Total Grafting Method is
that to remove the protrusions, a cutting surface needs to be created. These cutting
surfaces are created from the loop of curves at the base of the protrusion. As can be seen
from Figure 3.9, when the protrusions coincide with the boundary of a surface, the curves
at the base of the protrusions do not form complete loops. Without the complete loops
cutting surfaces cannot be created, so it becomes impossible to remove the protrusions.

3.2.3 Protrusions with Attachments to other Protrusions
A third class of geometry that poses problems for the Total Grafting Method is
geometry with multiple protrusions, where at least one protrusion is in some way attached
to a different protrusion. An example of this type of geometry is shown in Figure 3.11.
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Plate 2

Protrusions

Plate 1

Figure 3.11: Volume with protrusions that attach to other protrusions (i.e. the protrusions
from plate one are attached to each other by plate 2).

This class of geometry poses a problem simply because the geometry system in
CUBIT has difficulty with the cutting operations. As explained previously, to remove a
protrusion from its base volume, a cutting surface must be created. Even though the
cutting surfaces are easily created in these situations, the geometry system in CUBIT
requires that after a cutting operation, the original geometry must be split into at least two
pieces. As can be seen from Figure 3.11, if one of the protrusions is removed from Plate
1 by using a cutting surface at its base, it is still connected to the plate 1 via Plate 2. This
same situation exists for several of the protrusions of this volume and for this reason, the
geometry system in CUBIT will not perform the proper cut operations.

3.3

The Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method
There are two methods to decompose a volume with multiple source and target

surfaces into smaller volumes with one target surface each. The first method is to cut the
volume with cutting surfaces that are perpendicular to the sweep axis and the second
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method is to cut the volume with cutting surfaces that are parallel to the sweep axis. This
first method is the same process that is used by the Total Grafting Method of the GraftSweep Tool and the second is the process that is used by the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting
Method. Both of these methods are shown in Figure 3.12.

Sweep Axis

a

b

c

Figure 3.12: a) The volume before decomposition, b) exploded view of the volume
decomposed in the Total Grafting Method with cut surfaces perpendicular to the sweep
axis, and c) exploded view of the sweepable sub-volumes that are created using the ccsweep method of decomposition.

Because the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method of decomposition is only
designed to handle volumes with one sweep axis, the first three steps of the Coupled CCSweep Grafting Method are identical to those in the Total Grafting Method. This is
because these steps deal with decomposing the original volume into pieces that each have
a single sweep axis. At this point another check needs to be performed to ensure that
each of the pieces that were created from the first decomposition are many-to-one
sweepable. If they are not, further decomposition is necessary. It is in this second
decomposition process where the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method is useful.
Although the first three steps are identical to those in the Total Grafting Method, all the
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steps of the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method of the GraftSweep Tool are listed
below with the same example volume when illustrations are necessary.
1. Indentify all the source and target surfaces – As in the Total Grafting Method, this
is performed by the user.
2. Identify all the sweep axes – All the loops of curves at the base of each protrusion
on the linking surfaces of the volume need to be identified. As in the Total
Grafting Method, this is performed by the user.
3. Remove the protrusions from the linking surfaces – After removing the
protrusions from all the linking surfaces of the volume, the original volume has
been decomposed into sub-volumes that each have just one sweep axis. This is
performed in the same manner as the Total Grafting Method.
4. Decompose all the sub-volumes into pieces that are many-to-one sweepable using
the CC-Sweep tool – Instead of removing the protrusions from the target surfaces,
the CC-Sweep tool decomposes the sub-volumes by creating cut surfaces that run
through the volume parallel to the sweep axis.

After this manner of

decomposition, the base of the example volume appears as it is shown in Figure
3.13.

Figure 3.13: The base volume after CC-Sweep decomposition.
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5. Mesh the base volume – Once the volume has been decomposed to this state,
meshing the base volume can be easily accomplished by using any many-to-one
sweeping algorithm. The meshed base volume is shown in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14: The meshed base volume using the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method.

6. Mesh the sub-sections of the volume that share the same sweep axis as the base
volume – Because these sections were removed from the base volume using the
Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method, they do not have to be grafted on, and are
ready to be meshed with a many-to-one sweeping algorithm.

Once this is

accomplished, the primary axis of the original volume is completely meshed.
This is shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Front and rear views of the mesh on the primary axis of the example
volume.

7. Graft the protrusions from the linking surfaces onto the base volume – In the
Total Grafting Method, data structures are created to link the various sweep axes
of the volume. This facilitates the Grafting process. In the Coupled CC-Sweep
Grafting Method, this process is identical except in cases where the protrusion
needs to be decomposed into many-to-one volumes. If the protrusion has been
divided into more than one sub-volume and more than one of the sub-volumes is
in contact with the base volume, then Grafting needs to be performed for each of
these sub-volumes. In the case of the example volume, this process does not need
to be performed, therefore to illustrate this process a different volume is used in
Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: a) The original volume, b) exploded view of volume after it is totally
decomposed, c) exploded view with the mesh on the base volume, d) exploded view with
the protrusion sub-volume grafted on, e) volume with both protrusion sub-sections
grafted on, and f) the final mesh.

8. Repeat steps 5, 6, and 7 for each of the protrusions – After the principle axis of
the volume is meshed, and the protrusions of the secondary axes are grafted on,
each of the protrusions need to be meshed. Once these protrusions are meshed,
the process must be repeated for any higher order protrusions extending from the
first set of protrusions. This is a recursive process that continues until every subvolume is meshed. The final mesh of the example volume using the Couple CCSweep Grafting Method is shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Meshed example volume using the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method.

3.4

Using the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method on Difficult Volumes
One of the advantages of the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method is that it is able

to mesh some of the geometry types that cannot be meshed with the Total Grafting
Method. The following subsections show the three types of geometry that were shown in
Section 3.2, and explains how the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method can be used to
solve some of those problems.

3.4.1

Hollow Protrusions
Not all the difficulties with hollow protrusions can be solved with the Coupled

CC-Sweep Grafting Method.

This is because the steps of the Coupled CC-Sweep

Grafting Method for removing protrusions on linking surfaces are identical to those in the
Total Grafting Method. Therefore, any problems that arise during these steps in the Total
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Grafting Method also exist when the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method is used. The
advantage to the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method however, is that it can be used to
mesh volumes such as the one in Figure 3.18. This volume has a protrusion on its linking
surface with a blind hole where the base of the hole does not reach the base volume. This
is the same type of geometry that was discussed previously in Figure 3.9c.

Protrusion
Base Volume

Figure 3.18: Volume with a blind hole in a protrusion where the base of the hole does
not reach the base volume.

The Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method is successful in meshing this type of
geometry because unlike the Total Grafting Method, it is able to decompose the
protrusion into sub-volumes that are able to be meshed with a many-to-one sweeping
scheme. To demonstrate this, an exploded view of the sub-volumes that are created from
the original volume using the CC-Sweep style of decomposition is shown in Figure
3.18a. Additionally, the final mesh is shown in Figure 3.19b.
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a

b

Figure 3.19: a) Exploded view of the decomposed volume, and b) the final mesh.

3.4.2 Protrusions not Contained by a Single Surface
The Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method also gives better results than the Total
Grafting Method when the geometry contains protrusions where the base of the
protrusion is not contained within a single surface. Although better results are not
obtained when the protrusion extends from linking surfaces, a mesh can be produced in
virtually all cases when the protrusion extends from target surfaces. Figure 3.20 gives
two examples where a mesh could not be produced with the Total Grafting Method, but
was produced with the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 3.20: a) Volume with a protrusion at the boundary of a target surface, b) the mesh
produced using the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method, c) volume with a protrusion
that goes beyond the boundary of the surface and d) the mesh produced using the
Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method.

The reason that the Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method is able to handle the
volumes shown in Figure 3.19 is it that does not require a loop of curves at the base of the
protrusion to perform the geometry decomposition. This allows it to be more flexible in
the types of geometry with which it will work and thus allows this method of the GraftSweep tool to produce meshes on a wider variety of geometry.
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3.4.3 Protrusions with Attachments to other Protrusions
The Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method also performs better when meshing
volumes that have protrusions that are attached to other protrusions such as in Figure
3.21. The reason for this is that when the CC-Sweep tool performs its geometry cuts, it
locates a set of source surfaces that match a single target surface and then cuts along the
sweep axis to form a many-to-one volume from those surfaces. In this manner it always
divides the original geometry into at least two pieces. Thus it does not suffer from the
same problems as the Total Grafting Method. The meshes produced from the examples
in 3.21a and 3.21c are shown in Figures 3.21b and 3.21d.

a

b

c

d

Figure 3.21: a) and c) two volumes that contain protrusions that are indirectly connected
to other protrusions and b) and c), the mesh that is created on both volumes using the
Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting method of the Graft-Sweep tool.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Tests were performed on eight volumes to determine the performance of the
Graft-Sweep algorithm. Each of the eight volumes was selected because it contained
characteristics that were useful in testing the Graft-Sweep algorithm. To fully ascertain
the value of the Graft-Sweep algorithm, three meshes were created on each of the
volumes. The first mesh was created without using grafting in any form. The purpose of
this mesh is to determine the amount of time it takes to produce a mesh without using a
grafting algorithm and to evaluate the quality of a mesh that is produced in this manner.
The second mesh was created using manual grafting and sweeping operations. The
purpose of this mesh is to determine the amount of time that is saved by using a grafting
algorithm and also the effects of grafting on the quality of the mesh. The third mesh was
produced automatically with the Graft-Sweep algorithm. In all cases, this mesh should
be virtually identical to the mesh produced using manual sweeping and grafting
operations. However, since this mesh was produced automatically, its creation shows the
amount of time that is saved by automating the grafting and sweeping processes in the
Graft-Sweep algorithm. A section of this chapter is devoted to each of the eight volumes.
In each section a brief explanation is given as to why the volume was chosen as well as a
summary of the results of each of the meshes.
It should be noted that in each of the results, the time to create the mesh is
dependent on the skill of the user. However, since a skilled user was used to create the
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meshes using all three methods, it is assumed that the results are indicative of what other
skilled users would experience. It should also be noted that the Total Grafting Method
was the algorithm used in each case where the Graft-Sweep tool was used to create the
mesh and the shape metric [27] was used for all quality results. As explained in [27], the
shape metric is a mathematical formula for evaluating the quality of a hexahedral
element. This metric is equal to 1.0 if the element is a cube and equal to 0.0 if the
element is degenerate. Examples of element quality using the shape metric are given in
Figure 4.1.

a) Shape = 1.00

b) Shape = 0.79

c) Shape = 0.42

d) Shape = 1.00

e) Shape = 0.75

f) Shape = 0.43

g) Shape = 1.00

h) Shape = 0.58

i) Shape = 0.00

Figure 4.1: a), b), and c) degradation of quality due to elongation; d), e) and f)
degradation of quality due to skew; g), h), and i) degradation of quality due to distortion
at a single node.
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4.1

Cylindrical Volume with Cylindrical Protrusions on Linking Surfaces
The first volume that was selected was a cylindrical volume with cylindrical

protrusions on its linking surfaces. This volume was selected because it is a very basic
multi-axis geometry and serves as a good starting point for the Graft-Sweep algorithm.
This volume is shown in Figure 4.2.
The amount of time to produce the mesh was drastically reduced by manually
grafting and sweeping each section of the volume, and the Graft-Sweep algorithm was
slightly faster still. However, it can also be seen that although the average quality
increased slightly due to a larger number of high quality elements, the quality of the
worst element decreased by half when grafting is used.

Figure 4.2: Cylindrical volume with cylindrical protrusions on its linking surfaces.
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Without Grafting

a

With Grafting

b

Graft-Sweep

c

d

Procedure
Without Grafting
With Grafting
Graft-Sweep

Average
0.8615
0.8914
0.8897

Min
0.2453
0.1236
0.1454

Max
0.9989
0.9983
0.9982

St. Dev.
0.1048
0.1152
0.1163

Num. Elem
24029
28444
28430

Time (m:s)
18:00
2:10
1:59

Figure 4.3: a) histogram showing the number of elements in various ranges of quality
and mesh created without Grafting, b) histogram showing the number of elements in
various ranges of quality and mesh created with Grafting c) histogram showing the
number of elements in various ranges of quality and mesh created with the Graft-Sweep
tool, d) table showing a summary of time results and mesh quality using the shape metric.
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4.2

Camshaft
The next volume is the camshaft shown in Figure 4.4. This volume was chosen

because it had just one sweep axis but had multiple source and target surfaces. Because
all the grafts in this model take place on target surfaces, this model is a good test of the
grafting algorithm on unstructured meshes since target surfaces are typically meshed with
an unstructured mesh.

In addition to this, although this volume could be meshed

automatically with past versions of the many-to-many sweep tool in CUBIT, the current
version does not work for this volume. Thus this volume is a good test of the GraftSweep algorithm on many-to-many geometry types.
As can be seen from the results on the following three pages, the time to produce
the mesh actually increases when manual grafting and sweeping operations are used.
However, it is reduced roughly by half when the Graft-Sweep algorithm is used. Also of
note in the results is that both the average and minimum quality are reduced when
grafting is used with the worst element being of extremely poor quality.

Figure 4.4: Camshaft selected for qualities as a multiple-source, multiple-target
volume.
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Without Grafting

a

With Grafting

b

Graft-Sweep

c

d

Procedure
Without Grafting
With Grafting
Graft-Sweep

Average
0.9025
0.8705
0.8681

Min
0.4756
0.0896
0.0935

Max
0.9978
0.9989
0.9991

St. Dev.
0.0858
0.1260
0.1261

Num. Elem
3552
4390
4390

Time (m:s)
1:08
1:27
0:38

Figure 4.5: a) histogram showing the number of elements in various ranges of quality
and mesh created without Grafting, b) histogram showing the number of elements in
various ranges of quality and mesh created with Grafting c) histogram showing the
number of elements in various ranges of quality and mesh created with the Graft-Sweep
tool, d) table showing a summary of time results and mesh quality using the shape metric.
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4.3

Multiple-Source Multiple-Target Multi-Axis Cylinders
The third volume meshed is a volume made of cylindrical subsections shown in

Figure 4.6. Although cylinders are a relatively simple geometrical entity, this volume
was chosen because it is a multi-axis volume where each sweep axis is composed of a
section with multiple source and target surfaces. Thus this model represents the most
general case for the Graft-Sweep algorithm and is quite difficult to mesh without some
form of grafting.
The results show that this model was difficult to mesh in that it took over two
hours to manually produce the mesh without grafting. Even after this amount of time the
mesh contained elements of zero quality that would require attention before the mesh
could be used in an analysis. However, the time to produce the mesh was reduced to
about four minutes when grafting operations were used and to about one minute thirty
seconds when Graft-Sweeping was used. Additionally, the quality of the mesh was
increased significantly in both cases.

Figure 4.6: Volume composed of cylindrical subsections representing the most general
case for the Graft-Sweep algorithm.
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Without Grafting
a

With Grafting
b

Graft-Sweep

c

d

Procedure
Without Grafting
With Grafting
Graft-Sweep

Average
0.8366
0.8919
0.8909

Min
0.0000
0.2541
0.2596

Max
0.9926
0.9986
0.9986

St. Dev.
0.1335
0.0940
0.0948

Num. Elem Time (h:m:s)
13182
2:09:25
15659
0:04:01
15656
0:01:35

Figure 4.7: a) histogram showing the number of elements in various ranges of quality
and mesh created without Grafting, b) histogram showing the number of elements in
various ranges of quality and mesh created with Grafting c) histogram showing the
number of elements in various ranges of quality and mesh created with the Graft-Sweep
tool, d) table showing a summary of time results and mesh quality using the shape metric.
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4.4

Hollow Shell
One of the limitations of the Graft-Sweep algorithm that was specified in the

Chapter 3 is that it has difficulty with volumes that contain hollow protrusions. This
leaves the question as to how well the algorithm handles hollow volumes at all. As long
as the model can be broken into sections that are many-to-one sweepable by removing
protrusions on the linking and target surfaces, the Total Grafting Method should be able
to mesh them, and the CC-Sweep method should be able to create the mesh even when
removing the protrusions does not result in many-to-one geometry. To demonstrate this,
the hollow shell volume in Figure 4.8 was selected. Another important feature of this
volume is that because the shape of the protrusions closely approximates the lines of the
mesh, virtually no pillowing is required in the grafting process. Thus, this volume is
ideal for testing the effects of pillowing on the grafting process.

Figure 4.8: Volume selected for its hollow nature and lack of need for pillowing in the
grafting process.
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As can be seen from the results, it took 6 minutes and 42 seconds to produce a
mesh without using any grafting operations, resulting in a mesh with an average quality
of 0.929. However, the quality of the worst element in this mesh was 0.000. Therefore,
to use the mesh some adjustments would need to be made to improve the poor quality
elements. When grafting was used, a mesh was produced in 2 minutes and 40 seconds
that had similar quality with the exception that the lowest quality element was slightly
better. However, this mesh would probably still require some modifications before it
would be ready for use in analysis. The mesh produced with the Graft-Sweep algorithm
is interesting, because unlike the previous models, there is significant difference between
it and the mesh produced by manual grafting and sweeping operations. The results show
that like many of other models, the Graft-Sweep algorithm took significantly less time to
produce the mesh than manually grafting and sweeping, but average quality of the mesh
was lower and the quality of the worst element returned to zero. The reason for these
differences is that, as can be seen from the small cluster of elements above the protrusion
in Figure 4.8c, the Graft-Sweep algorithm used one pillowing operation while the manual
methods did not. The reason for this is the heuristics used in the Graft-Sweep algorithm
and in other areas of CUBIT. Unfortunately in this case, they combine to produce a
worse mesh when the Graft-Sweep algorithm is used.
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Without Grafting

a

With Grafting

b

Graft-Sweep

c

d

Procedure
Without Grafting
With Grafting
Graft-Sweep

Average
0.9290
0.9125
0.8618

Min
0.0000
0.1514
0.000

Max
0.9869
0.9899
0.9934

St. Dev.
0.0980
0.1163
0.1402

Num. Elem
15376
13876
17486

Time (m:s)
6:42
2:40
1:32

Figure 4.9: a) histogram showing the number of elements in various ranges of quality
and mesh created without Grafting, b) histogram showing the number of elements in
various ranges of quality and mesh created with Grafting c) histogram showing the
number of elements in various ranges of quality and mesh created with the Graft-Sweep
tool, d) table showing a summary of time results and mesh quality using the shape metric.
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4.5

Example Volume
The fifth volume examined is the demonstration volume from Chapter 3. This

volume was selected because it is a rather difficult volume to mesh without grafting
operations.
As the results show, it took approximately one and one half hours to produce the
mesh without using any grafting operations. The mesh that was produced in this manner
was relatively good with an average quality of 0.8919 and a minimum quality of 0.5072.
Using grafting, the time to produce the mesh was decreased to 3 minutes and 50 seconds.
Additionally, while the average quality remained virtually unchanged, the minimum
quality fell to 0.3558. However, even with this minimum quality, the mesh is probably
acceptable for use in analysis. When Graft-Sweeping was used, the quality was virtually
the same but the time to produce the mesh was roughly half that of manual grafting and
sweeping operations.

Figure 4.10: Example volume from Chapter 3.
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Without Grafting

a

With Grafting

b

Graft-Sweep

c

d

Procedure
Without Grafting
With Grafting
Graft-Sweep

Average
0.8919
0.8831
0.8729

Min
0.5072
0.3558
0.3554

Max
0.9991
0.9992
0.9994

St. Dev.
0.1057
0.1597
0.1657

Num. Elem Time (h:m:s)
7462
1:35:41
8868
0:03:50
8868
0:01:58

Figure 4.11: a) histogram showing the number of elements in various ranges of quality
and mesh created without Grafting, b) histogram showing the number of elements in
various ranges of quality and mesh created with Grafting c) histogram showing the
number of elements in various ranges of quality and mesh created with the Graft-Sweep
tool, d) table showing a summary of time results and mesh quality using the shape metric.
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4.6

Blocks and a Cylinder
The sixth volume chosen is the combination of blocks and a cylinder shown in

Figure 4.12. It has been observed that grafting works best when a mesh size is used that
is relatively small in comparison to the size of the features that are being grafted. This
volume was chosen because the protrusions are relatively large and blocky. Therefore it
is a useful example to illustrate the quality of the mesh that can be created with grafting
when the feature size is large.
The results show that a relatively good mesh can be created without grafting
operations in just 3 minutes and 49 seconds. However, when grafting is used, the time to
produce the mesh is reduced to just 49 seconds and the average quality of the mesh is
increased while the minimum quality is only slightly reduced. This is because, as shown
in the histograms, there is a significantly higher number of high quality elements. When
Graft-Sweeping is used, the quality of the mesh is virtually unchanged when compared to
manually grafting and sweeping, but the time to produce the mesh decreases to just 27
seconds, roughly half that of manually grafting and sweeping.

a

b

Figure 4.12: Volume chosen to illustrate mesh quality when the features are large
compared to the mesh size, a) front view and b) rear view.
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Without Grafting

a

With Grafting

b

Graft-Sweep

c

d

Procedure
Without Grafting
With Grafting
Graft-Sweep

Average
0.9054
0.9627
0.9631

Min
0.4353
0.3758
0.3762

Max
0.9976
1.000
1.000

St. Dev.
0.0761
0.0820
0.0819

Num. Elem
9624
8202
8202

Time (m:s)
3:49
0:49
0:27

Figure 4.13: a) histogram showing the number of elements in various ranges of quality
and mesh created without Grafting, b) histogram showing the number of elements in
various ranges of quality and mesh created with Grafting c) histogram showing the
number of elements in various ranges of quality and mesh created with the Graft-Sweep
tool, d) table showing a summary of time results and mesh quality using the shape metric.
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4.7

Heat Sink
As stated in section 4.6, grafting often produces high quality meshes when the

feature size is large compared to the mesh size. It has also been noted that when the
features are small very poor meshes can result. The heat sink in Figure 4.14 was chosen
to illustrate this. Note that this particular volume can be completely meshed with a
many-to-one sweeping operation. However, in doing so, no Grafting operations are
needed. For this reason it was decided to mesh this part without any many-to-one
sweeping operations, manual or in the Graft-Sweep algorithm, in order to obtain a fair
picture of the results of Grafting small features.
As the results show, a relatively good mesh is produced when grafting is not used
in the meshing process, although the mesh did require more than 30 minutes to be
produced. However, when grafting is used, even though the time to produce the mesh is
drastically reduced, the quality of the mesh suffers. This is most easily seen in the
histograms and also in the magnified section of Figure 4.15b. Also of note in this case,
when grafting is used the number of elements in the mesh more than triples. When the
Graft-Sweep algorithm is used, the final mesh is virtually identical to manual grafting and
sweeping, but the time to produce the mesh is again decreased by roughly half.
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Figure 4.14: Heat sink selected for its small features in comparison to the mesh size.
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Without Grafting

a

With Grafting
a
b

Graft-Sweep

c

d

Procedure
Without Grafting
With Grafting
Graft-Sweep

Average
0.9440
0.4717
0.4659

Min
0.5727
0.000
0.000

Max
0.9982
0.9879
0.9879

St. Dev.
0.0320
0.1308
0.1297

Num. Elem
13902
49900
49635

Time (m:s)
30:44
4:45
2:26

Figure 4.15: a) histogram showing the number of elements in various ranges of quality
and mesh created without Grafting, b) histogram showing the number of elements in
various ranges of quality and mesh created with Grafting c) histogram showing the
number of elements in various ranges of quality and mesh created with the Graft-Sweep
tool, d) table showing a summary of time results and mesh quality using the shape metric.
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4.8

Tubes Joined by an Arm
The last volume that was selected contains two tubes joined by an arm as shown

in Figure 4.16. This volume was selected simply to show the limitations of the GraftSweep algorithm. Although this model is a multi-axis volume, it cannot be meshed with
the Graft-Sweep algorithm. In fact, the use of grafting in the meshing process for this
volume tends to make the meshing process more complicated. The reason for this is that,
even though the arm protrudes from the linking surfaces of each tube, grafting is only
designed to handle situations where the protrusions are attached to just one linking
surface and therefore require just one graft. Therefore, in situations such as this model, it
is not useful.
Because grafting is not useful in creating the mesh for this volume, it was only
meshed once without grafting.

This mesh required a little over 21 minutes to be

produced and the elements were all of generally good quality.

Figure 4.16: Multi-Axis volume that cannot be meshed by Graft-Sweeping.
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a

b

c

Procedure
Without Grafting

Average
0.9107

Min
0.7142

Max
0.9929

St. Dev.
0.0496

Num. Elem
1704

Time (m:s)
21:21

Figure 4.17: Results of the mesh created without grafting, a) histogram showing the
number of elements in various ranges of quality, b) a picture of the mesh, and c) table
showing the results of the meshing process.
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4.9

Discussion of Results
Table 4.1 gives a summary of the results taken from each model. The purpose of

the table is to show the effects of the Graft-Sweep tool on the meshing process.
Therefore, in the table, comparisons are made between the mesh quality when GraftSweeping is used vs. no Grafting and when Graft-Sweeping is used vs. manual Grafting
and sweeping operations. Similar comparisons are made in the amount of time it takes to
produce the mesh.

Table 4.1: Summary of mesh results comparing Graft-Sweeping to both meshing without
Grafting and meshing with manual Grafating and sweeping operations.

sec
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
ave.

Quality of Graft-Sweeping
Compared to manual
Compared to no Grafting
Grafting
Min. decreased by 41%

Min. increased by 18%

Ave increased by 3%

Same

Min. decreased by 80%

Min. increased by 4%

Ave decreased by 4%

Same

Min. increased infinitely

Min. increased by 2%

Ave increased by 7%

Same

Same

Min. decreased by 100%

Ave decreased by 7%

Ave decreased by 6%

Min. decreased by 30%

Same

Ave decreased by 2%

Ave decreased by 1%

Min. decreased by 14%

Same

Ave increased by 6%

Same

Min. decreased by 100%

Same

Ave decreased by 50%

Ave decreased by 1%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Min. decreased by 44%*

Min. decreased by 11%

Ave decreased by 7%

Ave decreased by 1%

Time of Graft-Sweeping
Compared to no
Compared to manual
Grafting
Grafting
89% reduction

8% reduction

44% reduction

56% reduction

98% reduction

60% reduction

77% reduction

43% reduction

97% reduction

49% reduction

88% reduction

45% reduction

92% reduction

49% reduction

N/A

N/A

84% reduction

44% reduction

*Infinite values not accounted for in calculation

Considering the results of all the examples together, there are four things that are
of note. The first is that in general, meshing the volumes with manual grafting and
sweeping operations takes significantly less time than creating the mesh without Grafting.
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In addition to this, the Graft-Sweep algorithm reduces the time to create the mesh by 44%
when compared to producing the mesh by manually grafting and sweeping. From the
results it can also be seen that there was an average of 84% reduction in time when
meshing with the Graft-Sweep tool as compared to meshing without Grafting. Also, with
the exception of the hollow shell example from section 4.4, Graft-Sweeping had no
significant adverse effects on the quality of the mesh when compared to manually
grafting and sweeping.
The second thing that is of note is that, in general, the average quality of the mesh
was decreased slightly when Grafting was used. In addition to this, the minimum quality
of the mesh tends to decrease significantly with grafting. This is expected because the
grafting process adjusts elements that are already optimized for quality. Thus, in the
adjustment process, the quality can only decrease. However, the quality can often be
maintained above a minimum value of 0.2, below which a visual examination of the
elements shows them to be highly distorted. The models that are exceptions to this
tended to be models in which the mesh produced without grafting also had low quality.
The third thing of note is that grafting on unstructured surfaces tended to produce
elements of lower quality than on structured surfaces. This is evident in the camshaft
model. The reason for this is that unstructured meshes tend to have lower quality
elements than structured meshes. Thus, since grafting is known to reduce the minimum
quality of a structured mesh to values that are in general just slightly above 0.2, when
grafting on an unstructured mesh, it is likely that elements of very poor quality will
result.
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The fourth thing that needs to be noted is that grafting is most useful in producing
quality meshes when the mesh size is significantly smaller than the protrusion that is
being grafted. When this is not the case, poor quality elements often result. Thus
grafting should be avoided when the protrusions are small or narrow as in the heat sink.
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5 CONTRIBUTIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a new algorithm for creating hexahedral
meshes for finite element analysis based on sweeping and Grafting.

This chapter

explains the contributions and conclusions that were made by this research.
Recommendations for further research that can be performed to extend the work of this
thesis are also given.

5.1

Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a Graft-Sweep

algorithm which can mesh multi-axis geometry types. The Graft-Sweep tool also has the
ability to mesh many-to-many geometry types; however, previous algorithms designed
for this type of geometry tend to produce higher quality elements. The contribution of
the Graft-Sweep algorithm on many-to-many geometries is in providing a secondary
method for creating the mesh when the other algorithms fail. Furthermore, when the
Coupled CC-Sweep Grafting Method of the Graft-Sweep tool is completed, it should
produce high quality meshes on many-to-many volumes, and can subsequently
incorporate Grafting to handle multi-axis geometries. The Graft-Sweep tool will then be
a powerful tool on both many-to-many and multi-axis geometry types.
The second contribution of this thesis is the investigation of quality and efficiency
that was made about Grafting. Although Grafting had been developed previously, a
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formal investigation of the situations in which Grafting produces meshes with reasonable
quality for finite element analysis had never been undertaken. An investigation of this
nature was performed as part of this work.

5.2

Conclusion
All-hexahedral finite element mesh generation has proven to be a difficult

problem because it is nearly impossible to create the meshes one element at a time.
Generally, a more global approach must be taken in which the elements are inserted in
layers known as sheets. Sweeping has become the workhorse algorithm for hexahedral
finite element mesh generation because the hexahedral layers are naturally created during
the sweeping process. The limitation to sweeping, however, is that it can only be applied
to a limited number of geometry types. By combining Grafting and sweeping a larger set
of geometry types, including multi-axis volumes, can be automatically meshed.
Although the Graft-Sweep tool does not mesh any geometry that could not be
meshed previously by manual Grafting and sweeping operations, it has been shown that
through the Graft-Sweep tool, a user can usually produce a mesh in about half the time of
manual Grafting and sweeping operations with limited to no penalties in quality.
Through further automation and research, the time to produce the meshes could be
decreased even further. Using the Graft-Sweep tool can be orders of magnitude faster
than producing meshes with just sweeping operations, however, poor quality elements
can result. It is therefore recommended that the Graft-Sweep tool be used as an initial
method for mesh generation, and in cases where a poor quality mesh is produced,
standard sweeping operations can be used as a secondary method.
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The results of this thesis also showed that Grafting often produced poor quality
elements when used on unstructured meshes, or when the width of the protrusions was
not much greater than the size of the finite elements. Therefore, it is recommended that
Grafting be avoided in these situations.

5.3

Recommendations
Although this thesis showed that by using the Graft-Sweep tool a user can

produce meshes in about half the time of manual Grafting and sweeping operations, this
time can be further reduced by making the Graft-Sweep tool even more automated.
There are two principal algorithms that need to be produced in order to accomplish this.
The first is an algorithm for automatically identifying the protrusions.

In the past,

developing algorithms of this nature has proven to be difficult. However, with adequate
research, this algorithm would greatly reduce the time required by the user to input
information into the algorithm because the user would no longer have to input the loops
of curves at the base of each protrusion.
The second algorithm that would be useful is an algorithm for automatically
identifying the source and target surfaces of the volume. Such algorithms have been
developed in the past [16], but are not applicable to multi-axis geometry.

Perhaps

developing an algorithm for multi-axis geometry would only require an extension of the
algorithms already in existence. With both algorithms working properly, a user would
not have to input any information into the Graft-Sweep tool. Meshing each volume
would then be as simple as setting a mesh size and then letting the Graft-Sweep tool run
its course.
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In addition to these algorithms for further automating the Graft-Sweep tool, other
research that would be beneficial to the Graft-Sweep tool would be to investigate ways to
improve the minimum quality of the elements that result from the Grafting process.
Generally the lowest quality elements are those that are inserted during Pillowing. It is
therefore likely that the quality of the elements that result from Grafting can be improved
by changing the sets of hexahedra that are surrounded by new elements in the Pillowing
process.
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APPENDIX A

ALGORITHM FOR REMOVING PROTRUSIONS FROM
LINKING SURFACES

To remove a protrusion from a linking surface, a new surface must be created that
will be used to identify the boundary between the two volumes that will result from
splitting the original. Ideally this surface would be created from the set of curves that
form a loop around the base of the protrusion. However, the problem with this method is
that the new surface is not a mathematical extension of the original linking surface. For
this reason, after removing the partition, an imprint remains on the linking surface. As
stated in Chapter 2, all linking surfaces have to be meshed with mapped or submapped
meshes in order to sweep the volume. With the imprint on the linking surface, it is often
not possible to create a mapped or submapped mesh and sweeping becomes unfeasible.
This problem is illustrated in Figure A.1.

a

b

c

Figure A.1: a) an example volume with a protrusion extending from a linking surface
with the curve set around the base of the protrusion darkened, b) the surface that will be
used for removing the protrusion which is created by using only the curve set, and c) the
base volume that results after removing the protrusion. A mapped mesh cannot be
created on the linking surface with the imprint remaining after removing the protrusion.
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To remove the protrusion without leaving an imprint on the linking surface of the
base volume, instead of creating a new surface from the curve set, the function for
removing the protrusion must extend the linking surface into the area bounded by the
curve set. The geometry system that is used by CUBIT has the ability to do this, the
difficulty however arises out of trying to determine which surface connected to the curve
set is the correct surface to extend. If the surface on the perimeter of the protrusion is
selected instead of the linking surface on the base volume, the cutting surface cannot be
created properly. Therefore, it is imperative that the linking surface on the base volume
is selected every time. The following paragraphs describe the method that was developed
for locating the correct surface for the cutting process.
If the protrusion has multiple linking surfaces, it is easy to find the linking surface
connected to the base volume. An example of this type of protrusion is shown in Figure
A.2. When trying to find the linking surface on the base volume from this type of
protrusion, all that needs to be done is query each curve in the curve set for the surfaces
that are connected to it. Because the linking surface on the base volume is connected to
all the curves in the curve set, it will queried the most times. Therefore, to find the
correct surface all that needs to be done is keep track of how many times each surface is
queried and select the one that gets queried the most. This process is shown in Figure
A.2.
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Linking Surface on
Base Volume

Linking Surfaces
on Protrusion

2 of 5 Curves in
Curve Set

Figure A.2: When the protrusion has multiple linking surfaces, the linking surface on the
base volume can be found by selecting the surface that is queried the most times when
each of the curves in the curve set is queried for its attached surfaces.

If there is only one linking surface on the protrusion, the linking surface on the
protrusion and the linking surface on the base volume will get queried the same number
of times when querying each curve in the curve set for its attached surfaces. Therefore a
different method for finding the linking surface on the base volume must be used. In this
situation, the linking surface on the base volume is found by creating a new surface from
the curve set at the base of the protrusion. This new surface has approximately the same
characteristics as the one that would be created by extending the linking surface on the
base volume. The linking surface on the base volume is then found by comparing surface
normals. The surface that has normals in the direction closest to those of the new surface
is the linking surface on the base volume. This process is shown in Figure A1.3.
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b

a

d

c

Figure A.3: a) A volume where the protrusion contains just one linking surface with the
curve set darkened, b) The new surface that is created from the curve set with its surface
normals, c) The linking surface on the base volume with its surface normals, and d) the
linking surface the protrusion with its surface normals.

Once the linking surface on the base volume has been found, it can be input into
the cutting function in the geometry system in CUBIT and no imprint will remain after
the protrusion is removed. After this process is repeated for all the protrusions, the base
volume is ready for sweeping.
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